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DESCRIPTION

EGD400 is a high
performance electronic gob
distributor system for I.S.
forming machines.
The EGD400 system is
available in “stand-alone”
or COMBI version with the
FMC400 Drive system or
EPS 120 Pusher System.
In the COMBI version two
systems will be housed in
the same cabinet.
The use of a high-power
brushless- motor together
with a sophisticated
electronic control system
makes it particularly
suitable for this application
which requires  high speed,
precision and flexibility.
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FUNCTIONING

The EGD400 system is based on a high  precision ball screw mechanism operated by a brushless motor which
guarantees high movement speeds and precise positioning of the scoops.
The desired production conditions are obtained simply by programming the necessary variables (speed, number
of sections, etc.) and determining a firing order, from those calculated in the Firing Order Manager programme
according to the spacing on the conveyor.
The brushless motor is controlled by a control device which is programmed directly from the CPU of the EGD400
system.

FEATURES

 Machine speed range: 1-25 cuts sect./min
 Programmable gob firing order.
 Fully programmable gob delivery positions.
 On-the-fly adjustment of the positions even while functioning.
 Dwell-time programmable and adjustable even while functioning.
 Data memory with system shut-off.
 Output available for the spray control.
 Complete Gob interceptor unit controlled through the system.
 Pneumatic Safety exclusion for power failure procedure
 SG/DG/TG scoop holder assemblies
 Automatic distributor synchronization with gob providing a cut signal can be made available.
 Supplementary central section of gob chute.
 Prearrangement for Serial link with supervisor computer .

 8 machine event outputs.
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CONTROL AND SAFETY FUNCTIONS

 EMERGENCY stop.
 Immediate ejection of all gobs when stopped.
 Distributor evacuation system management
 Power-failure control.
 Motor and power circuit board anomaly control.
 Drive belt control.
 Mechanism movement control.

 Motor/power driver temperature control.
 SYSTEM OK output (for system general alarm).
 Distributor breakdown ALARM light.
 Watch-dog on all the system boards.
 Built in trouble shooting function (local and from

SPV computer).

 Delayed start up with flash light and siren warning.

SYNCHRONIZATION WITH THE I.S. MACHINE

Synchronization with the IS production line can be obtained through synchronisation signals from other
electronic controls if available or with a built in Static Encoder receiving a zero signal that can be generated by a
simple proximity switch

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

 The electronics of the system are contained in a cabinet
for standard 19".

 The cabinet can be set up either in the control cabin or
right next to the machine in which case it will required
a cooling system

 The cabinet houses the following parts:
 Transformation/power supply rack.
 Control rack.
 Brushless motor and relative digital control.
 HHT (Hand Held Terminal) local terminal.
 ESE100 static encoder (if required).
 For TANDEM machines the control for both mechanism

will be housed in one cabinet.
 All the boards used by the EFC system are of the single

Europe type (160*100 mm size). With the exception of
the POWER SUPPLY/EMERGENCY board, all the boards
used have the following features:

 they are realized with C-MOS low absorption logic.
 they are intelligent boards (i.e. with microprocessor).
 they communicate with each other through serial bus at

high speed (RS-485 500Kbaud).
 they have control led on the front to show the status of

the main signals for quick trouble-shooting analysis.
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MECHANICAL COMPONENTS

 Compact mechanism box housing the  high precision
ball screw mechanism in oil bath

 Scoop holder rack and gears in oil bath
 Emergency exclusion pneumatic cylinders
 Gob interceptor unit
 Motor housing and drive unit
 base plate for easy retrofitting on existing machines

USER INTERFACING

EDG400 programming and adjustment can be done by
means of:
 HHT (Hand Held Terminal) terminal with LCD 20 char.

display, 6 membrane key;
 serial connection with the host supervisor sy (host);

Local and/or remote control boxes are also provided.

Max.cable length 80 m
Working temperature range 10°/40°
Relative humidity 80%
External cabinet dimension (WxDxH) 800x600x2000 mm
Standard 3 phase input voltage (tolerance +/- 15 V) 220V, 380V, 415V, 440 V
Cabinet color light grey RAL 7032
Frequency 50-60 Hz
Max. no. of section 12
Max speed 240 c/min
Max installed power 8000 VA
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